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The battle continues...
hen we were preparing the SURVIVAL IN TIMES OF CRISIS HANDBOOK a few
W
months ago, none of us imagined that the critical situation we were going through
at that time would present itself with this level of sustained and profound uncertainty so

long afterwards. We all thought, perhaps somewhat naively, that this would be easier.
Today, we still do not see the end of the tunnel we are going through. In a sense, we
could almost say “we just know that we don’t know anything.” We are still trying to find
patterns that will help us to understand more of what is going on around us, and to
enable us to make decisions as coherently and as quickly as possible. It is certainly not
easy, and we have a long way to go.

hat is why, in the midst of this “second wave” that we are experiencing, and in the
T
face of the reality that it may well not be the last; faced with the vision of a tunnel
that, for many, is narrowing, and a road that seems to us to be long and winding, we
ask ourselves what we can contribute as a Group of Evangelical Psychologists from
our resources: to those that the Lord has placed at our disposal to serve, to be of help
in the face of the pain that surrounds us and also in the face of the pain that seems to
be approaching with force.

his new handbook you hold in your hands is one of those possible initiatives to meet
T
some needs in the midst of this darkness. We know, as we have already explained,
that this situation requires the absolutely supernatural intervention of the One who is

truly above all circumstances: God Himself, who certainly allows them, but who also
controls them and who sets limits to the evil that so often takes advantage of these
moments to lead us to doubt our Father’s love and His provision of good for us. But we
also understand that, as people who are dedicated to the study of behaviour in its
broadest expression, we have a responsibility to contribute what the Lord has given us
as a gift and a calling: our profession, which, subject to the Spirit, can be so helpful at
times like these.
he aim is very clear: to provide practical resources and an approach that will
T
help to cope with this time as much as possible. We are not alone in this. The same
Lord who calls us also accompanies and empowers us. We will approach this content
from the discipline we know, of course, but primarily from the faith we profess and the
absolute authority we find in the Word of God to guide our lives.

t is time to remind ourselves, whether we are professionals or not, that we stand by
I
grace and for grace. That we are instruments that God can use to sustain and lift
each other up, giving out of love because out of love we receive. We are called, more
than ever, to a faith that works, a love that labours, and a steadfastness in the hope
we have as followers of Jesus (1 Thessalonians 1:3), to reach out to a world which,
beyond the coronavirus crisis, also urgently needs the good news of a God who saves.
ake, then, from these pages what can serve you personally and help you to
T
accompany others. It is a time not only of solidarity, but also of deep love in
movement for one another, and we hope that this material can help us.
emerge from the tunnel, and regardless of circumstances, we said it before and
Aswewereiterate
it now: God is in control and He is good at all times.

How to cope with
fatigue and exhaustion
when the tunnel
gets longer.

1

God does not judge us by our tiredness.
What He demands of us is that
we come to Him to find rest.

1.1
Accepting and acknowledging
such fatigue is vital.
Let us not deny our finite
condition, and the limitation of
our strength. To accept this,
paradoxical though it may seem
to us, will refocus us,
bring us closer to the Lord,
and reduce unnecessary burnout.
(Ps. 37:24)

Falling into physical
and emotional fatigue
is normal and human.
It reminds us how much
we need the Lord and His mercy,
His strength every morning,
and His constant
intervention in our lives.
(Is. 40:29)

1.2
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1.5
1.4
1.3
It is right to ask
the Lord
to change
our situation,
shorten our tunnel,
or widen our path.
Sometimes
He does,
but not always.
That is not
His priority,
and it does not
always coincide
with His purpose.
Jesus asked that,
if it was the
Father’s will,
the cup of sorrow
would pass
from Him.
(Matthew 26:39).
However,
He submitted
to the will
of the Father,
and learned
obedience.
(Heb. 5:8)

Sometimes,
like David,
we may ask
ourselves:
“How long?”
(Ps. 6:2).
It can even
lead us
to desire death,
as happened to
Jonah, Moses,
or Elijah,
great men
whom God used
to do great things.
There is no shame
in this, and it is a
hidden blessing
that God intervenes
through His
children’s difficulties.
He takes up
every plea, and
is pleased
when we present
them to Him.

God is primarily
interested
in changing us,
in transforming us
into the image
of Christ,
not in changing
our situation.
The trials
are the crucible
in which
this transformation
takes place,
in which
our strength
is renewed,
and where
our character
is polished
and perfected.
(Rom. 5:3)
(Jas. 1:3)
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1.6
1.7
1.8

God’s ways of dealing
with each of these people’s
feelings, and with our own,
are always based on the mercy
and love that He has for us.
He, better than anyone,
knows that we are dust.
He is not surprised
by our nature.
Only we are.
(Ps. 103: 13-14)

Our tunnel vision is partial
and incomplete. We only see
what is in front of our eyes.
However, God knows the
complete route, and what we
will need to get to the end,
where He wants to take us.
He is always working at levels we
cannot see or understand
and, along the way, He transforms
us into what we were always
meant to be. (Job 38:4)

The way out of the tunnel
is not always the one
we would humanly choose.
Sometimes, neither health,
nor stability, nor the
preservation of life are
among God’s plans for us.
Sometimes His deliverance
may be by death,
as Paul himself expresses it.
(Phil. 1:19-20)
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(James 5:16)

10

1.

God is not
far away
in our exhaustion.
Nor does He look at it
with indifference.
What exits does He show
us in the middle of
this long tunnel?
(Ps. 31:7)

1.

11

Passages like
Psalm 31
show how we can
present our situation
before Him
in ways
that honour Him.

1.

9

Prayer will
continue to be a
“bedside resource”, as we
go through this long tunnel.
To pray without ceasing,
without fainting, in the midst
of exhaustion, will be a
source of consolation
and space of unburdening
for our souls.
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1.
1.
1.
12 13 14

We bring, then,
our pain and
wear before
His presence,
but in the midst
of deep
adoration and
recognition.
Laying our
burdens
before Him
must be,
moreover, an
exercise that
we repeat
consistently,
not just once
and forever.
It requires
persevering hope.
(Mt. 11:28)
(Lk. 18:7)
(1 Thess. 1:3)

In the middle
of the pain
of the tunnel,
we tend to
focus on
the loneliness,
the darkness,
the depth,
or the cold.
All this,
however,
is temporary,
and brings us
closer to the
One who is
always with us,
the One who is
Light, the One
who knows
the times,
and who
gives us
shelter
and warmth.
(Jn. 8:12)
(Ps. 61:4)

Feeling that
we do not have
enough capacity
to face the day
speaks of an
accumulated
physical
exhaustion
and, above all,
emotional.
In fact,
we are
never able.
But the
tiredness
and stress
make us more
aware of this.
Only the
resources that
He provides us
are how we can
get through.
Remembering this
helps us to regain
perspective.
(Jas. 1:17)
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1.15
1.16
1.17

Testing times
are often also
times of temptation.
God, however,
sets limits to the evil
that haunts us,
and also gives us,
along with every situation,
the way out so that
we can endure.
(1 Cor. 10:13)

As we reach the exit
of the tunnel, we have
a body to take care of,
because it is the temple
of the Holy Spirit,
and where we live.
There are many ways
to be a good steward
of that gift, derived from
the physical, emotional,
and spiritual.
All of these are important.
(1 Cor. 6:19)

When we do not take care
of body, mind, and spirit,
our perspective alters
and distorts the reality
of what is in front of us.
Without looking any further,
just think about
the reactions of a child
when they are tired,
hungry, or thirsty.
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1.18
1.19
1.20

Knowing how the body
the Lord has given us works
is our responsibility:
what harms or upsets it,
what foods or habits
do not help, how to supply
components that our body
needs, how to relax, or
how to breathe correctly,
are just a few examples.
These are deeply spiritual.

Let us take into account
practical aspects that
the Lord makes available
to us through the sciences,
to help us contain the situation.
For example, let us avoid
excesses that lead
our body to stress,
which is nothing more
than being overwhelmed.

Enough sleep
(even some more
in difficult times)
is important
to repair our strength.
Eat and drink,
because the journey
ahead of us
is long.
(1 Kings 19:7-8)
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It reactivates and
strengthens the chemistry
of our brain, as well
as the heart
and muscles.

22

1.

(Lm. 3:22-24)

God put
the chemistry there
to control our state
of mind in the midst of
this difficult time.
Science didn’t invent
serotonin, or endorphins.
God did.

1.

23

The sun is
a gift from God
that He uses to sustain
life and, by the way,
also our spirits.
Let us enjoy it for a few
minutes every day,
and connect with
the Creator as
we do it.

1.

21

Do about 30’
of physical exercise
3 times a week.
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1.
1.
1.

24 25 26

Let us express
in a healing way
our emotions,
our feelings,
and our grief.
It should be done
to the Lord first
and, also, to
some trustworthy
people
whom God
has, undoubtedly,
placed in
our path,
for mutual help.
(Gal. 6:2)

Let’s set up
correctly what
our priorities are,
and make sure
that our
schedules
reflect them
faithfully.
Let us
leave some
issues for later.
Cutting down
is part
of the key
not to fall
exhausted.
Jesus himself
did this.

Let’s mark
which are
really
our boundaries
and
responsibilities,
avoiding
excesses.
There is no
better way to
deal with stress
than by
preventing it
and remembering
that, above all
else, we have
a God far greater
than all
circumstances.
(Lk. 18:27)
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(Eph. 6:10-18)

28

1.

We will need faith
to extinguish the darts
that come in the form of
anguish and doubt when
faced with uncertainty,
and protect our minds
with the assurance of
the salvation we
have in Christ.

1.

29

Put on
the breastplate
of righteousness,
and, as shoes, put on
the gospel of peace,
anchored in the truth
of the Word, praying
at all times.

1.

27

Facing a global
and extended struggle
such as this, we need
an armour to protect us
and help us to resist
in the evil day.
God provides it.

“Jehová es bueno, fortaleza en
The Lord is good, a stronghold
el día de la angustia; y
in the day of trouble: He knows
conoce a los que en Él confían.
those who take refuge in Him.
Nahúm 1:7
Nahum 1:7

2

How can we keep
our spirits when
everything is going
against us?

Standing firm and in good condition
despite the situation is certainly an expression
of God’s goodness in our lives.

2.1 2.2
This is a time, like few others,
to set our eyes on Jesus.
(Heb. 12:2).
Considering Him, and
His sufferings, helps us
to keep our courage
and not faint.
Today, we look to the cross.
There is suffering there,
but also comfort and hope.
We gaze at an empty tomb
because there we remember
that, at the end of the tunnel,
there is victory.

Approaching the Lord in the
the tunnel brings into our lives
supernatural joy, and peace
that only comes from Him.
(Phil. 4:4-9)
We will be unable
to experience them
if we walk away, just as
we won’t be able
to feel warmth
if we depart from its source.
(Jn. 15:5)
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2.3

In the midst of our weakness,
His power is strengthened.
His provision, being with angels,
birds, the daily portion
of manna, or the presence
of those who help us,
is God’s way of being present,
even when we don’t see
or hear Him.
(2 Cor. 12:9)
What exits is God
showing us in our daily lives?

2.4
2.5

Do we notice how
our spirits are strengthened
as we see His provision?
His faithfulness will never cease
to be a reality that we can
experience in these
difficult times.
(Psalm 119:90)

As with Zacchaeus, Jesus
intervenes in my story, and
seeks me out, because I am lost.
There is so much that prevents me
from being close to Him!
But Jesus is greater than all that.
He stops, looks up,
calls me by name, and invites
me to dine with Him. Personal
and intimate, even closer, in the
middle of the tunnel. (Lk. 19:1-10)
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Let us commend
every step to the Lord:
may He go before us,
and us behind.
Then, we will be
confident
and assured in the midst
of this swampy
and winding terrain
we pass through.
(Deut. 13:4)
(Ps. 23:4)

2.7
Let us not cease
to look to God
again and again
for the resources
of His grace.
He does not set us a
daily limit, but rejoices
to be our provider
at all times.
(2 Cor. 9:8-11)

2.6
Not only the
circumstances,
but also our
resistance, are under
God’s control.
He is the source
of our strength,
and not ourselves.
(Ps. 92:10)

2.8
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2.
2.
2.

9 10 11

Losing one’s
balance is easy
in times of
exhaustion.

What things
has the Lord
done with us in
this pandemic?

What are
our benchmarks?
Is the Lord
our main pillar?

In what ways
has His mercy
shown in
our lives?

If we can
identify
some of these
things or,
being honest,
maybe all of
them,
praise the
Lord for it!

Who does God
put in our
path for us to
to rely
on?

Has anything
been
preserved
or sustained
in a miraculous
way?

Let us not
take for granted
the blessings
just because
they are
constant!

(1 Chr. 16:12)

(Ps. 146)

(Ps. 118:7)
(Ps. 54:4)
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2. 2. 2.
12

13

14

Meditation is a good discipline
in the midst of exhaustion.
Christians should not use it
like the world, to empty the
mind, but to fill it with God
and His Word. It is a balm for us.
Let us distinguish, then, how we
use each thing, and let us not
demonise that which God does
not condemn. (Ps. 94:19)

We need to bring our thoughts,
behaviours and emotions
to the Lord for Him to regulate
them. They need to be redirected,
aligned with Him, and transformed.
(2 Cor. 10:5)
So also our spirit.
May our thinking
obey Christ,
in spite of the tunnel.

God is made manifest,
not only through reading,
prayer, or fasting, but also
through learning to recognise
and delight in Him.
This is a great spiritual
discipline. We give thanks for all
the good that still surrounds us,
even in the tunnel, and
we learn to depend on Him
in the midst of the evil day.
(Job 37)
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2.15
2.16

God’s time is not ours.
What seems to us like
a tunnel with no end is,
in His hands,
the perfect plan to get us
where we need to be.
(Ps. 16:11)
As Peter expresses it,
it is “for a little while”.
(1 Pet. 1:6-7)

Let us make the most
of the moments of quiet,
and the small joys like walks,
chats, quality time…
because God is behind
every good thing.
Let us fill our minds with God’s
mercy for us, and never
cease to be grateful.
Quiet times in which God’s
gentle whistling is palpable
give the heart respite.
(1 Kings 19:12)

2.17

In this dark time,
let us seek truth,
not positivity.
At times, we will be
discouraged by what we see,
but in the truth of who God is,
His absolute control over all,
reliability of His promises, and
our identity in Christ, we have
every spiritual blessing.
(Eph. 1:3)
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19

2.

2.

18

The Bible is full of
promises for us,
but some of them
sustain us
especially in the most
difficult times.
Isaiah 40: 28-31 or 43:2
are two good examples.

2.

20

Because God
is in the midst of
the city, it shall not be
shaken. It will have
difficulties, but God will
help her at the break of
the morning. The night
does not last forever.
The Lord’s faithfulness
does. (Ps. 46)

His mercies are
new every morning.
That is why we continue
to stand and move
forward in the
dark and evil day.
If God is with us,
who can be against us?
(Lm. 3:22)
(Rom. 8:31-32)
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In the face of this,
our anxiety is relocated.
His word is faithful,
and endures
forever. (Is. 40:8)

22

2.

2.

21

In God we can,
therefore, exchange
uncertainties for promises
and security.

(Heb. 11:1)

Perfect model in pain,
and the first fruits of
victory over death.
In Him, there is victory,
and that sustains us!
(Heb. 6:18-19)

2.

23

Hope is the
main engine
of encouragement.
Remember that
this is not the end,
that things will change.
This is important to
keep us on our feet–
a better future, and a
present shelter in Christ.

Jesus is our hope.
He is the firm and
sure anchor of the soul,
on which we hold fast.
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2.
2.
2.

24 25 26

Let us go
every day to
that refuge
which is Christ,
to see the
wonders of
His salvation,
and songs of
deliverance
that are
around us.
(Ps. 9:9)
(Ps. 17:7)
(Ps. 32:7)
(Ps. 62:1-2, 5-8)

The
circumstances
come and go.
We are subject
to time.

Let us
choose well,
then,
where to set
our eyes.

But the
promises and
the character
of God
remain
forever,
and His word
is faithful.
What for us
is delay,
in His hands
is purpose.

We can look
to the
circumstances
all the time,
or we can
look at
Who is
with us,
holding
our hands.

(Is. 40:8)
(2 Pet. 3:9)

(Ps. 25:15)
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2.27
2.28
2.29

If our eyes are on Christ,
we must look at
the circumstances with
the eyes of faith,
looking beyond
the temporal or tangible.
To do otherwise is a cause of
exhaustion. Looking to
what God sees, however,
brings us peace and rest.
(2 Cor. 4:17-18)

People interpret what they see,
and that shapes their mood.
Do we see God’s love and
care in the midst of all this?
Do we see His control
over the crisis?
Do we interpret that He
is faithful, or do we feel
abandoned, and doubt
His goodness?
(2 Cor. 12:7-10)

A tunnel has positive
qualities that we often forget.
Purpose, protection,
efficiency, and accessibility
are just some of them.
Let us remember:
the tunnel is an instrument of
God in our lives, and the
narrow path leads us
to truths we would not know
if we did not walk it.
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As pilgrims,
we must allow ourselves
to be transformed
in vision and mind,
to test His will, and to
learn to see it as good,
pleasing, and perfect.
It is His will that,
by the way,
leads us Home.
(Rom. 12:2)

2.31
Let us not abuse
times of solitude.
Isolation distorts
our reality, and increases
tunnel vision.
Let us avoid thinking
too much about
ourselves and
our situation.
It does not help.

2.30
Let’s not make
plans beyond the day,
or we will bring
frustration and
discouragement.
(Mt. 6:25-34).
Let us depend,
be thankful, and
address only what, in
each day, God puts
in our hand.

2.32
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2.
2.
2.
33 34 35

Let’s fill
the mind with
all that is
good, just,
that which is kind,
that which is
of good name.
That will leave
less room
for the bad to
“camp out”
at its ease.

Let us set
clear limits
to those
“other things”
that fill
our senses
and our vision
(e.g. listening to
news at all times,
excessive
presence on
social networks...)

Let us serve
one another,
let us dirty
our hands,
let’s raise
our eyes,
and we will see,
in these things,
a sense of
purpose that
encourages us.

Let us be
filled with
the Lord
and His Spirit,
to see what
He sees,
and our
courage
will not fail.

Our help
comes from
the Lord,
and not from
the excess
of information or
misinformation
that distorts
reality and
our mood.

(Phil.4:8)
(Eph.5:18)

The Lord uses us
as small
miracles
for the lives
of others when
we put ourselves
in His service.
Let us allow
ourselves
to be used
in the midst of
the pandemic.

(Ps. 121)

(Gal. 5:13)
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2. 2. 2.
36

37

38

The Lord has given us gifts
and abilities that we can
discover in the midst of all this.
Creativity, arts, readings...
These are part of His essence
that helps us to encourage others
whom we serve, edifying the
Body as He commands.
(1 Cor. 12) (Ex. 31:2-6)

Let us use
spiritual disciplines,
such as remembering,
emotional ones,
like asking for help,
and physical ones,
such as exercise,
for integral health.
(Is. 63:7)

Thinking about what God
has done in others before us,
through their crises
and difficulties, like Moses,
Abraham, or Paul himself,
encourages us to persevere
in faith, and to sustain us
in the midst of this difficult time.
(Heb. 11:32-40 and 12:1-3)
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40

2.

2.

39

In a dark context,
such as Jesus at
the tomb of Lazarus,
we see him unburdening
his grief in weeping to
remind us at the same time
that, if we believe,
we will see the
glory of God.
(Jn. 11:1-44)

(Jn. 7:37-38)
(Jn. 4:9-14)

2.

41

Now is the
time to believe,
to strengthen our
courage by remembering
that He is in control
of all, that in Him there is
life behind the pain,
and that life is,
with Him, abundant.

The knowledge
that Lazarus
would be resurrected
did not annul the pain
of his death, nor the
healthy expression
of emotions. This correct
management of the
resources that God
gives us prevents our
spirits.

Nearer, my God to Thee,
nearer to Thee.
(From the hymn Nearer, my God, to Thee
by Sarah Flower Adams,1841)

How can we help
the most fragile even
when we are tired?

3

God has a special care for the weak.
Before it used to be widows, orphans and strangers.
Now it is children, the elderly, the sick and the suffering.
The task? To care and to let oneself be cared for.

3.1
We cannot help without
stopping first, observing
their situation, identifying
their need, feeling in part
their pain or uncertainty.
This is how Jesus acted
with individuals and crowds.
So did the Samaritan
in the parable.
(Lk. 10:30-37)

In a global crisis,
everyone suffers,
but some are more at risk
of “breaking” than others,
and have different needs.
God cares for them in
a special way, and He has
decided to count on us
to do the same.
(Is. 41:17)

3.2
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3.5
3.4
3.3
Let us
be touched
to initiate an
unfeigned love,
self-sacrificial,
put into motion,
that costs us
something,
that meets the
physical,
emotional and
spiritual needs of
each type of
person.
There are no
magic formulas.
Only faith that
works wisely.
(1 Cor. 13:1-8)

Sometimes
we will feel bad,
powerless, and
even guilty, for
not getting to
everything
and everyone
in the way
we would like to.
However, we are
collaborators
in a work that
the Lord, and
He alone, does.
No one loves
the needy and
afflicted
more than He
does
at this time.
(Lk. 17:10)
(Phil. 2:13)

We beg the Lord,
then, that He will
multiply our
strength
and also
the fruit of
our work.
We ask that He
makes up for our
clumsiness and
limitations,
to forgive our
sin in trying,
so many times,
to fight in
our own strength.
(Ps. 144)
(Deut. 8:11-17)
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3.6
3.7
3.8

We recognise that the resources
are not in us, but in Him,
and they are abundantly so.
God does not call us without
equipping us for the mission
He commissions us.
If He called us to bear
one another’s burdens, let us
be assured that He will give us
what we need to be able
to do so in His name.
(Gal. 6:2)

We cannot help others
if we do not first drink from
the source from which flows
that which we intend to give.
Every good thing comes from
Him, and it is not in us
unless He gives it to us.
(Jas. 1:17)

Too often we don’t know
what is best, what is the wisest
decision for each person.
But the Lord is always ready
to grant us wisdom and faith.
He does not spare His resources
for us. This is possibly
the most important provision
we can ask for.
(Rom. 8:26-27)
(2 Chron. 1:11-12)
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3.
10

9

We should not
wait until we are
“alright” to help.
From the wound
we can help each other,
understand each other better,
not judge each other,
to see the other with love,
as Christ sees us.
(Mt. 14:14)
(Mk. 6:34)

3.

At times,
we will feel that we
lack strength.
The Lord encourages us to
continue, watch, and pray.
He is a good rewarder
of those who serve Him,
so let us continue to give
help to the weakest.
(Gal. 6:9) (2 The. 3:13)
(Heb. 2:3)

3.

Any care-work
requires wisdom
and sensitivity.
We must develop it
in order to care
and to be cared for
by the Lord and by others.
Only God works miracles.
It is, again, a matter
of wisdom and limits.
(Is. 50:4)

11
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3.
3.
3.
12 13 14

Children have
fewer resources
than an adult,
but nevertheless
God has
equipped them
with incredible
capacities for
adjustment, which
make them cope
quite well in
this long tunnel.
In the midst of it,
what protects
them the most
is that their
parents are
looking after
themselves,
patiently, and
showing them
the trust their
faith speaks of.

It is not about
pretending or
deceiving them.
God does not
bless lying.
If we are weary,
let us
acknowledge it
and explain why,
encouraging
them to help
with small tasks
to become more
autonomous.

Teaching
the child
the way of the
Lord is something
even more
important
in difficult times.

But above all
they need a
vision of faith
from their
grown-ups,
who guide them
in the tunnel.

Let us ask the
Lord for
for wisdom
at all times,
to guide them
properly
and set an
example.
(Job 12:13)

Those times
are, more than
others, when
our children,
above all,
watch us
and test
our faith.
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3. 3. 3.
15

16
17

It is these times, especially
when thinking of the most fragile
among us, that it is important
to communicate a
message of hope.
Children need it
and so do the elderly.
The sick long for it and,
of course, also those who are
overcoming a loss.
(Is. 35:3-4)

God is at work in the midst
of the world, in our crises,
and he will not cease
to do so without rest.
Day and night,
He watches over us.
Let us praise Him for this
and let us express it with our
mouth for a testimony,
helping to encourage others!
(Is. 42:1-4) (Ps. 4:8)

The elderly are also
another particularly
fragile population at this time.
Many live in isolation
and feel isolated
or unhelpful when they are,
in reality, of great value.
It is our responsibility
to incorporate them in practical
ways into the community.

Fil. 3:13-14

(Job 12:12) (Jas. 4:17)
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3.18
3.19
3.20

Let’s use the means at
our disposal; telephones, phone
calls, “virtual visits”, messages
of encouragement, and,
if possible, involving
the youngest people in it.
Listen to them, ask them, let them
explain to us, let them express
their experiences in freedom.
Give them a space to
grow together and to
make them feel loved.
(Pr. 17:6) (Pr. 20:29)

In order to feel useful,
it is essential to
to have a task to do.
Older people are, for example,
tremendous intercessors.
Let us encourage them to pray for
concrete needs, for wisdom
for the younger ones, like a
mighty army in constant prayer.
(Col. 1:9-12)

In the most difficult times,
one needs to have
your loved ones close to you.
So do our elders.
Jesus Himself, when His soul
was sorrowful to the point of
death, asked His closest ones
to stay with Him and
watch without fainting.
(Mt. 26:36)
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3.
3.
3.
21 22 23

Among us
there are
many sick
and afflicted
people with
accumulated
grief.
They need
special care,
our presence
above all,
in the ways
we can now
give it:
by listening,
as God does
with us.
(Rom. 12:15)

Let us be careful
not to fall for
easy advice,
which harm
the fragile soul.
Let us
accompany
in a quiet way,
to give time
and space to
the expression
of pain.
The presence,
the
companionship,
and
listening bring
more than
many words.
If we are to
give words,
let them be
balm.
(Pr. 10:19)
(Job 2:11-13)

Let us be
encouraged
to voice
our doubts,
complaints
and prayers
before God.
We do not
complain
about God,
but we
bring our
supplications
BEFORE Him,
in what
the Lord
is pleased.
(Ps. 88:13)
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3.

25

24

Jesus’ ministry
helps us to take
better care of others,
as we care for ourselves.
He is our model. He knew
how to renew His strength
in prayer. He dismissed the
crowd. He was moved by
compassion. He had times
of solitude and
delegated tasks.

3.

His relationship
with the Father was
a priority, and He prayed
for those He assisted, taught
and healed. Being God,
He knew that His strength
lay in constant dependence
on the Father. That is our
reference, also today,
to continue to serve.
(Lk. 18:1-8)

3.

Let’s create
spaces of grace
where burdened people
can feel sheltered. Let us
show the empathy and
compassion of Jesus.
Let us treat information as
He would. Let us go together,
in prayer, to reach out for
help in time of need.
(Heb. 4:16)

26
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3.27
3.28
3.29

Today, exhausted,
we go to that same Father,
our Father, and we pray for
wisdom, strength, rest,
the faith we lack,
the resources we need.
We are not alone,
just as He was not.
Jesus taught us to pray,
and He and His Spirit intercede
for us before the Father.
(Jn. 17) (Rom. 8:26 & 34)

But at the same time
as we notice the tiredness,
we know what is
the hope that sustains us.
What is to come keeps our eyes
forward and upward.
That hope is the one
that we share with the most
fragile in this difficult time.
(Col. 3:1-2)

The work we do in the
Lord is never in vain.
As we serve one another,
God generates joy in us.
In satisfying the hunger,
thirst or need of one who is
more fragile than we are,
we do it to Jesus himself.
This is a time of service.
(1 Cor. 15:58)
(Rom. 12:10-12)
(Mark 10:45)

Freely you have received,
freely give.
Matthew 10:8

Facing the
economic and
unemployment
crisis.

4

Being grateful to the Lord for His protection so far,
we are also learning to live both
in abundance and in scarcity.

4.1 4.2
As we look around,
what we see is uncertain
and there seems to be
no security anywhere.
If we look from the eyes of
our new nature in Christ,
however, we know
that this is a time to grow
in dependence, to cry out
and wait for an answer.

Now more than ever,
we need to walk the way
to meet the One who dwells
within us: God Himself,
whose Spirit has been poured
into our hearts,
who consoles us,
and guides us towards
the will of the Father,
good and acceptable
and perfect.

(Jas. 1:2-4) (Jer. 33:3)

(Rom. 5:1-5 & 12:2)
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4.3
4.4
4.5

New situations
require new responses,
and to be flexible.
Losing good things and
comfort often brings us
bitterness and discouragement,
as happened to Jonah when
the pumpkin patch dried up.
God rules, however, while
that happens.
He is in control.
(Jon. 4:6-9) (Job 1:21-22)
We have great examples
of this in the Word:
Moses, Elijah and Elisha,
or Paul himself,
obedient men taught to live
in abundance and in
extreme need as well.
In the midst of it all,
God was always faithful and they
never lacked for anything.
(Deut. 8:6-10) (Phil. 4:11-13)
God does not forsake his own,
although He does not
always provide as we expect.
Our brothers and sisters,
the family of faith, are often
the way in which the Lord
uses to bring us His care,
both financially and materially.
Let us accept it with
gratitude, understanding that
it comes from Him.
(Phil. 4:10-20)
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Getting help
often costs us,
either due to lack of
habit or even pride.
Asking for help is
even more difficult, but
it becomes all the more
important in this time of
scarcity. Let us give and
receive, then, gratefully
as from the Lord.
(Gal. 6:10)

4.6

4.7

It is our privilege
and duty, as a family
of faith, to watch over
the wellbeing of the body
that we are. The times of
scarcity of some must
be times of generosity
for others. Together, as
one being that suffers
with every member.
(1 Cor. 12:26-27)

Like that body
that is joined together
and that takes care
of itself as a whole,
we encourage and help
each other in terms of
livelihoods, and the search
for employment as well.
Love our neighbours as
we love ourselves is
the way in which
we show His love.
(1 Jn. 4:20)

4.8
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4.
4.
4.
9 10 11

Let’s talk
with the Lord
openly and frankly
about our need.

Let us express
our need
also to our
brother.

He is pleased
in His children
when they bring
their needs
before Him,
and He delights
in supplying them.

Let us
make it known to
the community
that we are
actively
seeking
employment
in order to
capture the
opportunities
that the Lord
puts before us
and to help
each other.

The Psalms
show this
and inspire us
at this time.
(Ps. 121)

(1 Thess. 5:11)
(Heb. 10:23-24)

The economic
crises
often make us
aware of
bad habits
acquired
over time
(loans,
credit cards
as a way of life...)
They are, then,
a good time
to make amends
and make us
better stewards
of how much
or little that
we have.
Stewardship
is a fundamental
part of
our life
as Christians.
(Rom. 13:7-8)
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4.12
4.13
4.14

Now is the time to prioritise
and differentiate the important
from the unnecessary.
Material things are obviously
necessary for life because
we are attached to this body
for a little longer.
However, in the midst of all this,
we remind ourselves that
we are to seek first the things
above, and that everything else
will be added to us. (Mt. 6:33)
Beyond questions
of comfort or priorities,
the truth is that many fight
for their survival, to have
a plate on the table for
their children, and our
sensitivity and faith in motion
must be with them now.
The Lord calls us to a
practical faith that gives,
that walks, that moves in the
direction of covering one another.
(Jas. 1:27 & 2:14-17)
In the most privileged areas
of the planet, we tend to forget
that we have much more than we
need. Luxury has surrounded us
for too long and it distracts and
confuses us, distancing us from the
dramatic reality that other people
in other places live.
Our treasure, however,
is in heaven and in Christ.
(Mt. 6.19) (Col. 2:1-3)
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4.15
4.16
4.17

Remembering and working on
our new identity in Christ helps us
to go far beyond our
profession or role to define us.
We are what God makes us,
who He says we are,
we have a calling and
a mission that transcends
the walls of our offices
and workplaces.
Let us follow Him faithfully and
hope in Him and His salvation.
(Matt. 24:45-46) (Ps. 42:5-8)
While we have this in mind
and by effort, let us not cease
to look for work, to seize
every opportunity.
Perhaps what comes up
is not in our original interest and
we have to reinvent ourselves,
but God is leading us to
where He wants us to be,
not where we want to be,
necessarily. The question
remains, then: ‘Lord, what do you
want me to do?’ (Heb. 9:6)
Today we reaffirm that
God is good at all times.
He does not let us go,
nor forsake us in our difficult times.
Every day we see how He
provides for our needs,
according to His riches
in glory in Christ Jesus,
and calls us to continue to live
lives of generosity in the midst of
scarcity and adversity.
(Phil. 4:19) (Ps. 34:1) (Ps. 37:24-26)

I have been young, and now am old,
yet I have not seen
the righteous forsaken
or his children begging for bread.
Psalm 37:25

How do we detect
a mental health
problem?

5

We live in a fallen world in which
our mind also suffers from serious
difficulties in maintaining its equilibrium.

5.1
Knowing how our mind works,
and when we have
crossed dangerous lines
that invite us to seek
professional or medical help,
it is important to intervene in time
and redirect the situation.

In times of attrition and stress,
the tendency to have
emotional problems is even more
palpable, and as Christians
we are not exempt
from suffering in this situation.
Its accelerating effects
on mental health are clear,
and are well established
by research.
(2 Cor. 4:7) (Mt. 9:12)

5.2
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5.5
5.4
5.3
This being
the case,
we should not
associate
emotional or
mental health
problems
with the
presence of a
specific sin in the
person’s life.
Just as it
happened
to Job or Elijah,
even in the lives
of faithful men
and women to
the Lord, we can
go through
situations
that cause us
deep sadness,
anxiety
and even the
desire to die.

The problems
caused by
sustained stress
severely affect
not only the
possibility of
of being able
to develop
anxiety or
depression,
but also
causing the
so-called
“psychophysiological
effects of stress”,
which may
include elements
of physical
illness
and clear
alterations
of our
immune system.

A good
intervention
requires,
frequently,
having asked
for help in time,
when you are
in the earliest
stages of
the problem.
Let’s move on,
then, to take into
consideration
what criteria
are usually
taken into
account
in order to
consider
that we may
be developing
a mental health
problem.
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5.6
5.7
5.8

First of all, we speak of a
mental health problem when
the person develops behaviours
that interfere significantly
in his or her daily life:
they start doing things they did
not do before, or stop doing things
that were previously common
(for example, in anxiety he/she
stops going out of the house,
or stops washing himself/herself
in depressive-type periods).

When this happens, we perceive
that there are serious difficulties
in developing “normality”
and the most basic issues of
daily life are disrupted.
A clear example of this can be
seen in lack of activity,
difficulties getting out of bed,
isolation, or serious
alterations of emotions or sleep.

As time goes by,
and if these things
are not addressed,
the overall functioning
is increasingly damaged,
affecting personal, social,
family, academic, work,
and even spiritually,
and the prognosis worsens
the longer it takes to intervene.
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Another criteria is
the duration of the
episode. When what is
happening, out of the
ordinary, is going on
for more than a few weeks,
it is another alarming sign
that should lead us to
seek professional
help.

5.10
Sometimes
we may not be aware
of being in the midst
of these situations.
Hence, opinions and
impressions of people
around us, who love us
and know us well,
are vital in order to
make a decision.

5.9
In case
symptoms are severe
(disconnections from
reality or suicidal
thoughts, for example),
the request for help and
intervention must be
immediate and
should not wait
days or weeks.

5.11
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5.
5.
5.
12 13 14

Changes in
attitude or
mood swings,
which are not
apparently
justified,
alterations in
performance
and execution
of the
usual tasks
or lack of
self-control,
can be
important clues
when considering
whether
“something else”
is going on.

It is key to clarify
that it is not
always
that these things
happen when we
are facing
a mental health
problem.
For example,
on occasions,
when a person
shows a lack of
self-control,
they may
be showing also
a spiritual
problem,
because our
old nature comes
often to the
surface.
There is not
a change in our
behaviour, but the
continuation of
that already
existed.

Let us be sensitive,
then, to the
reality that
these issues
are much more
complicated
than they appear
to be and
need to be
handled
with caution.
Nor are they all
mental problems,
nor are they all
spiritual in nature.
Moses
experienced a
depression due
to exhaustion.
Job wished to die
and yet he was a
righteous,
just and
God-fearing man.
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5.15
5.16
5.17

For all these reasons,
it is very convenient to
collaborate between
pastoral or counselling teams
and professional experts
in body and mind,
such as psychiatrists
and psychologists.
Let us be wise and not fall
into dogmatism or extremism,
which can do us so much harm
when faced with a need
such as the one before us.

Such collaboration does not
mean, in any case, to put
the sciences or professional
disciplines in place
of the Word of God.
Rather, it is a matter of taking
advantage of the knowledge
that the Lord provides us
about the natural world,
which includes
behaviour and the mind.

Although many in the
scientific sphere have rejected
God, many others have found,
through the sciences, a further
ratification of biblical truths.
We must then, as always,
follow the biblical principle
of examining all and to retain
the good, and to choose
the precious from the vile.
(Jer. 15:19) (1 Thess. 5:21)
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5.

19

18

Pastors and
counsellors, as well as
those of us working in
caring professions, must keep
this principle. Perhaps,
we may notice it in irritability,
discouragement, a desire to
run away...
Let’s stop and check
our state.
(Ex. 18:13-27)

5.

Using the
human resources that
the Lord puts in our hand
does not imply not going to
Him with our sadness, anxiety
or uneasiness. The Lord
intervenes in us directly and
also through others
He puts in our way.
(1 Pet. 5:7)

5.

Faced with a
tunnel that is getting
longer, it is essential
to measure the efforts we make.
Who wants to build a
tower but doesn’t sit down first
and calculate the costs?
Let us not hesitate to ask for
help when these warning
signs appear.
(Lk. 14:28-32)

20

Be gracious to me, O LORD,
for I am languishing; heal me,
O LORD, for my bones are troubled.
My soul also is greatly troubled.
But you, O LORD–how long?
(Psalm 6:2-3)

The church as
a balm in the tunnel

6

The church has a special mission at this time.
It always has, but right now its message
must come through loud and clear
in the midst of the chaos.

6.1 6.2
In times of darkness
and chaos, the church
continues to have a mission
to be salt and light.
We are a community
which has to live in
a counter-cultural way,
also in the face of pain,
sickness and death, and to be
used by God to impact
the world and bring salvation.
(Lk. 14:34-35)

Our purpose is that,
by looking at our lives,
people will be able to see
the Lord Jesus Christ.
He is the Light of the world
and the true answer
to our situation of
darkness and uncertainty.
This will only come from
the unity for which He prayed
shortly before His death.
(Jn. 8:12) (Mt. 5:14) (Jn. 17:11)
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6.3
6.4
6.5

Salt has multiple functions:
it preserves, gives flavour,
melts ice...
Let us live as the salt
that we are, according to
His commandments, with
words of hope that build
in uncertain times, and
stretching out our hand to
meet the needs of a
suffering world without God.
(Col. 4:6)
Salt only becomes useless
when it does not
perform its functions.
There is no church
without mission.
Let us seize the opportunity
and the privilege of being
part of the Lord’s work
in the midst of the times
in which we live.
(Mt. 5:13)
In the early church
we have a clear example of
functioning as salt and light:
unity in prayer,
as effective effort;
in one mind, focussed
on what is important;
persecuted and concerned,
but unceasingly interceding
for one another.
(Heb. 12:5)
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Let us not
miss opportunities
to continue to cry out
to the Lord as a body,
through the digital means
He makes available to us.
The effective prayer of
the righteous can do much,
and He is where we gather
in His name.
(Matt. 18:20)
(Jas. 5:16)

6.7
Our words
must be Christ.
Our living is to be Christ.
In abundance or
scarcity, we follow Christ.
May our words
make Him known as
He wants to be known.
(1 Pet. 2:9)
(Phil. 1:21)

6.6
This is not
the time to make our
differences visible,
nor to be distracted
by secondary issues.
While we argue, the world
suffers and is being lost.
Let us agree on
the essentials, which is
Christ, and pray together
in the midst of the
global crisis
we live in.

6.8
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6.
6.
6.
9 10 11

Let us live
these realities
in a
relevant way
with the
technological
means
we have at our
disposal.

The church is
nothing
but the whole
of the redeemed,
placed,
each one,
to the service
of the Lord
who saved them.

We are not
from this world,
but we are
in the world.

In the church
of Christ
every member
has gifts
and functions.

We handle
powerful tools
that the Lord puts
also in our hands.
But let us do so
with wisdom,
remembering
Whom we serve,
honouring the Lord
in every click and
every moment.
(Col. 3:23)

No one is
left out.

Love is, above
anything else
the perfect bond.
Through love
we were rescued.
By love we are
restored to a
relationship with
the Father.
Through His love
in us we can look
upon the world
with compassion
in the midst of
its darkness
and chaos.

All serve their
Lord, and
perform,
each one,
that which was
assigned to them.

Out of love for Him
we love one
another,
so that the world
may know that
Christ was dead
and risen again,
as a ransom
for many.

(1 Cor. 12:12-22)
(Col. 3:12-17)

(Jn.17:23)
(Eph.2:10)

And this is eternal life, that they
know you, the only true God,
and Jesus Christ
whom you have sent.
John 17:3
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Wait for the Lord;
be strong and let your heart
take courage;
wait for the Lord!
Psalm 27:14

